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And I must talk of tweed, 

A stiff cloth with flecks like blood (Seamus Heaney) 

Notice the way life begins, 
an inscrutable tangle (Rhyll McMaster)  

 

If for anyone, the dress had been for him.      

The day after Toby rang to tell her about Mic, Rebecca woke up thinking about a 
dress. She dreamt of making it from material that she hadn’t thought of for at least a 
year. As she participated in the complicated exhausting business of getting Georgie 
dressed, fed and out the door, the hazy dream feeling of unravelling the material in the 
hall of her childhood house was still with her. She remembered wondering when the 
fabric would end and then a different feeling came back to her – panic about the hall 
getting longer and longer and the material seemingly endless.     

She had known the minute she heard Toby’s voice that someone had died. It was a 
heart attack, he said. Mic collapsed in the street. Rebecca tried, impossibly, to imagine 
the pain of it, a metal band pulled tight, tight, around his chest, the pavement rising up 
to meet his body. It was cold in London now and she thought of the Melbourne heat, 
of Mic’s wiry arms exposed to the light, his body sprawled, wrongly angled, without 
dignity, as he had rarely seemed to her in life.    

But the next day things still had to be done. Georgie’s cereal, coat, socks, toilet, 
lunchbox – the list was endless – and something was always missing – one sock, a 
lunchbox lid, teeth still to be cleaned. But today Rebecca was relieved beyond 
measure that he seemed swept along, offering his toothpaste smelling cheek to be 
kissed and finally making no objection to Piers shutting the front door to take him to 
childcare. Sometimes, but not often, the torn feeling of wanting to let him go and keep 
him close seemed bearable.         

As soon as they left she went straight into the room she used as a studio. It was tacked 
on to the kitchen of the flat, a kind of lean-to, but the light was good. Lately it had felt 
oppressive in there – the weight of her own expectations – and since Georgie was 
born, she was always tired. Tired and sometimes exhilarated. Tired and sometimes 
despairing. Tired and blank of any desire to create, so much so that at times she had 
wondered, distantly, whether it would ever come back.    

But now that her father had died, for the first time in so long, Rebecca had the feeling 
that she was entering the space of her own mind.     

The wall above her drawing table was covered with sketches and photos of dresses, 
coats and skirts – some drawn, some cut from magazines. There were nineteenth 
century ball gowns and kimonos and saris, cards from galleries – Braque, Dufy, 
Rodin, bits of old wallpaper. In a bowl on the table were pieces of broken patterned 
tile. Scraps and rolls of material were crammed into an open cupboard. An old 
fashioned dressmaker’s mannequin stood in a corner.      
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Rebecca climbed onto a chair and looked on top of the cupboard. For a second she 
thought the material wasn’t there and she felt a jolt of disappointment. But then she 
found it – she had shoved it right to the back against the wall – and she leant over and 
pulled it out. She got down, brushed off the dust and spread it out on the floor, feeling 
its subtly roughened texture. Then she picked it up and took it to the square window 
so she could see it clearly in the light. The fabric was a deep blue. A pattern of 
diamonds in a burnt orange colour was screenprinted diagonally across the breast. She 
had made the screenprint herself and now she looked critically at the direction of the 
pattern, wondering how she could cut the material so that the diamonds were a feature 
but not overwhelming. 

When she had imagined it at breakfast she had seen the dress clearly. Fitted, straight 
to the knee, a little kick pleat at the back. Like something Audrey Hepburn might have 
worn but with unexpected details – two semi-circular pockets above the breast of a 
different material, something plain, maybe grey, capped sleeves slightly scalloped 
with an ivory coloured button on each one. She would have to find them somewhere.  

 

Clothes had been Rebecca’s passion for a long time and this was her success: she had 
made it her job. She salvaged material from Oxfam, garage sales, ancient 
haberdashers and filled loose commissions for two or three designer shops in and 
around Camden where she and Piers lived.  

When she first met him and he had the odd day off she had taken Piers as navigator to 
look for fabrics in the out-of-town op shops – although the idea of anything second-
hand was completely foreign to him. The special things seemed to be at her fingertips 
then, as if Piers was a lucky charm. There was a pink ’50s apron fabric covered in 
blue tea cups, rolls of dusty green raw silk hidden up the back of a draper’s in Kent, a 
pair of ancient lawn sheets that some old lady had managed to stop yellowing. They 
would take a picnic or have some stodgy lunch in a country pub, leaving slightly 
drunk. They would sit in the car for a few minutes and Rebecca would close her eyes. 
He would take her index finger and make her move it around the map.  

‘You’re very warm,’ he said, ‘cooler, cooler, warmer again, now you’re hot.’   

Then Rebecca opened her eyes and they drove whichever way it was.    

 

Now Rebecca made dresses, shirts and skirts, both delicate and unpredictable. When 
no work was in the offing, making clothes felt a ridiculous activity, labour intensive 
and financially unviable. She knew she should be much quicker in finishing pieces 
and that she needed to cold call shops around Camden, Notting Hill Gate, maybe as 
far as Battersea, but she found the idea of this exposing and difficult.   

But when things sold and Rose or Magda or Genevieve called her saying the 
customers loved them and she launched herself into the process of thinking and 
creating again it was different. It felt miraculous, the only thing in life that she could 
do.      
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How to explain the pleasure of making things? When she found the material it began 
first with a feeling; perhaps it was of standing on the Hills Hoist with Toby. Burning 
metal on bare feet and parched grass, Toby’s flecked eyes close up as he laughed, 
aged eight. She wanted to capture light and a moment in time. She summed this up on 
the labels she made – ‘Hills Hoist’, ‘Jepson St’ – after a share house she had gone to 
in her late teens: rockabilly music, black coffee in chipped cups and the sun on a 
pergola covered with red grapevines, cigarette butts stubbed in a wineglass.   

The Hills Hoist dress began with fabric from Blonski’s. It was a drapers in Clapham, 
an ancient business where you had to knock and make appointments and then the old 
Polish man who owned it didn’t always let you in.  

Once you were in he was surprisingly magnanimous, leaving you alone to look, ‘As 
you see, darling. I have anything you are looking for.’      

And it felt that way. As the old man shuffled out the back, the excitement seemed to 
spread through Rebecca’s whole being when she saw the rolls and rolls of dusty fabric 
stretching far up to the ceiling. The Hills Hoist material was among the third layer she 
looked through – blue-sky cotton with small, squarish splodges of sun yellow. That 
day she had also came away with ‘Domenica at Chapel’. Its name didn’t come until 
later but she fell in love with the grey checked cotton-linen blend – an interesting mix 
of purple and red with a faint blue stripe. She thought it was probably from the 1950s. 

Then, examining it closely later, she remembered the feeling of lining up for chapel 
with thirty other girls in Year 8, the green of the poplar trees in the driveway, the 
stained glass of the chapel. Alone in her room, sewing, night coming down, she could 
almost smell the Norsca deodorant that Domenica, her short lived best friend, had 
begun to wear, the scrum of girls pushed up close together, talking and laughing and 
complaining – sweat and shampoo, hair mousse, wool wash and strawberry lip gloss. 

And so the dress had begun with the checked fabric and finished with small clear 
buttons, as that was what they were, though always straining to escape, buttoned up. 

 

Though the seed was sewn much earlier, it had really begun to grow when she was 
fifteen. That was when Rebecca had stopped looking at her father’s art books, the 
images of Raphael and Delacroix and Ingres and saved up all her money for the 
fashion magazines, sometimes stealing them if he had forgotten to toss ten bucks her 
way. English, French and Italian Vogue, Harpers Bazaar, as many as she could get 
hold of. She lay on the carpet of her room, the sun warming her back, and she drank 
them up. The long pure limbs of the models, the out-of-focus smudged eyes. But most 
of all the fabrics, the zips and buttons and patterns, the line of a coat and the zigzag 
stitching around a collar. 

She spent a lot of time on the floor of her room drawing. On the backs of envelopes, 
in exercise books, in one of the sketchbooks her father bought her or which she 
sometimes stuck up her jumper and walked out with from the newsagent. She looked 
with contempt at the clothes of her teachers and imagined how she would rearrange 
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them. She drew dresses and jackets and coats, patterned silk in the lining, covered 
buttons on the outside. 

She went to the library and read about the fashion designers. One of her favourites 
was Japanese, a man whose family members had been killed, some quickly, some 
painfully slowly, when the bomb fell in Hiroshima. As a child, this man wrote, he was 
fascinated by the beauty of a bridge near the centre of his town. He walked over it 
twice a day to and from school, and years later the memory of the form of its curving 
steel over the swirling changing water came to obsess him. Rebecca was transfixed 
when she read that he tried to incorporate the symmetry of the bridge into the design 
of a dress, the water into the dull glitter of its raw silk. She imagined doing things like 
that too; recreating the patterns on the surface of leaves and bark, the dots on a 
ladybird’s back and the way hailstones collected on the windscreens of cars after a 
storm. She wondered about making a dress in the technicolour pattern that happened 
when you pressed your fingers against your closed eyes.  

Her aunt Cath had bought her a sewing machine for her fifteenth birthday and taught 
Rebecca how to make a simple dress, a skirt, to alter things. 

Cath said of her old stuff, ‘Take what you want, darl. Not my scene any more and 
some of them could be on the snug side.’ She rolled her eyes. ‘Slightly.’   

When her mother Sarah was out at night teaching her migrant English class, Rebecca 
sometimes pilfered her prim little cocktail dresses. Suit jackets and skirts were mined 
for buttons, hems were raised, sleeves removed, pants taken in. Rebecca felt guilty but 
excused herself in knowing that her mother never wore these things any more, and 
Sarah never mentioned their loss. Rebecca felt herself intoxicated again by the smell 
and feel of rows of her mother’s dresses, just as when she and Toby had hidden in the 
wardrobe as small children. Pink linen, green silk, crunchy satin and layers of soft 
jersey. She must have worn them once. Rebecca remembered holding up the dresses 
while her mother sat slowly up in bed. It must have been in the period just after Mic 
went. The time that had felt, to Rebecca, something like a death. 

‘Why don’t you wear this one?’ Perhaps it was an amazing clingy dress in a geometric 
pattern, a cool blue sheath. She held up another and another. ‘This one? This one?’ 

‘I don’t know darling. I think it’s a bit dressed up for today.’  

The hollowed out patience she’d had, but in Mic’s absence the vacancy, the sadness. 
A black beaded top was produced, a maroon shift with lace and white buttons.  

‘Not today,’ she’d said. ‘I’ll wear it another day.’  

 

With her friends Caro and Elyssa, Rebecca scoured op shops and came home with 
mohair cardigans and old lady floral dresses, battered leather belts and pencil skirts, 
old men’s shirts. They talked endlessly about the three or four boys who lived near 
them who had an interesting air. These boys were different, they were sure, from the 
loads of football-playing, flannel shirt-wearing ones they claimed to hate. Not that 
they had had the courage to speak to any of them. In the womb-like warmth of Caro’s 
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shag carpeted room they took turns trying on their riches. Lying on Caro’s bed, 
collapsing onto the floor at the sight of ridiculous combinations or bad fits, narrowing 
their eyes at the magic of the right ones. Doing up zips and buttons to cover Rebecca 
and Elyssa’s skinny adolescent bodies, Caro’s curves that were just a little too round. 
The glide or shove of material over thighs, the covering of scrappy grey bras. It was 
always Elyssa who summed an outfit up.  

‘That’s gorgeous,’ she’d say or ‘No way!’  

Sometimes Rebecca saw her looking at her in a particular way, her hooded eyes half 
closed over. Caro was oblivious but Rebecca knew that she got the clothes right most 
often and that Elyssa didn’t like it. 

Elyssa came from a big family; big and respected and always the same. Her dad was 
an accountant, and she had three annoying little brothers who always seemed to be 
breaking windows with their footballs or breaking bones by falling out of trees. It was 
chaos, so Elyssa said, though it seemed perfect to Rebecca. A huge immaculate house 
with faun couches, a manicured lawn out the back, a swing set and a cricket pitch. 
Elyssa’s mum had frosted blonde hair and pink lipstick and she produced two 
different kinds of slice for afternoon tea.  

‘They’re so bloody Catholic,’ Elyssa loved to mutter. ‘God, I hope she doesn’t 
produce another one.’     

Rebecca secretly liked Elyssa’s mother and even the little brothers seemed bearable. 
Toby was a pain too, but also good to have around. At least, she couldn’t imagine him 
not being there.   

Caro’s family seemed more like her own – a bit wrong, a bit damaged – something 
like a bruise just fading. Damaged in ways that at the Catholic school they went to, 
families were not supposed to be. Caro’s dad had left a few years back and now, 
increasingly resistant, she spent her time shunted between his place – where her 
stepmother now had a doted-on baby girl – and her mother’s. Caro’s mother’s sole 
purpose was now to confide her rage.       

This was barely talked about, just as Rebecca didn’t discuss the yawning space where 
her father used to be. Instead they gleaned new bands every week from the student 
radio stations that felt like the keys to an infinitely more exciting world.  They 
speculated about Morrissey and sighed about Blondie. They swigged stolen wine and 
blew cigarette smoke out Caro’s window, swung on swings in the dusk and bought 
the odd precious single by The Specials, the Jam. They played them as loud as Caro’s 
tiny speakers could cope with and hoped that Robert Forster or Ian Curtis would come 
magically knocking on their door. 

Rebecca loved the music but she loved the clothes more. She could see an outfit in her 
mind like a painting. Sometimes she drifted off to sleep thinking of Deborah Harry’s 
wardrobe and Morrissey’s shirts. When she saw a stylish university student wearing a 
cropped polka dot top, straight black pants and a scarf in her hair, she carried the 
image in her mind. She filled notebook after notebook with sketches. The clothes 
intermingled with the world too, the blaze of a flowering gum led to a red shirt, the 
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cross-hatched wings of a dead moth, powdery and venous, conjured a dress, a dented 
tin can with the label half off lying on patchy grass was a puzzle that she tried to work 
out in visual, sartorial form.          

She followed small private passions. She drew rocks and clouds for a while, birds in 
flight, angels from old paintings, bodies of water. She searched for greenery growing 
in crumbling brick walls or industrial sites. Once she took a bus to a desolate outer 
suburb and drew a peppercorn tree surviving in the middle of a tip and a huge silvery 
gum on the edge of a car yard.  On the bus heading home, Rebecca looked out the 
window and down at her sketchbook and she thought, This is it. This is who I am. 

 

Now, she was thirty-three, an adult with her own child, and more than anything, she 
wanted the dress to make a difference, to help her get to her father’s funeral. She 
could be someone perhaps, her father’s daughter after all.    

But when Rebecca started to cut it was as if the idea of the dream dress were fading. 
She thought of the church, the mourners. Who would they even be? The regular 
customers she had known at her father’s city restaurant would be old now, the sassy 
waitresses blurring into middle age. She thought of her favourite person, Mary, who 
prepped in the kitchen and had been there forever. She remembered her tired eyes and 
her patience, teaching Rebecca the right way to chop vegetables, her muted praise that 
actually meant something. She would be an old lady now. Then there was Monty the 
headwaiter, his quips, his distinguished silver hair that reminded Rebecca as a child of 
a king’s. 

Now the scissors felt heavy in her hands and she realised she was shaking. She 
stopped and looked at the fabric. For the first time she wondered whether the 
screenprint was clumsy. Would she cringe at having made it, let alone worn it? Was 
the colour of the material over-the top and the style too demure, none of it ironic? She 
looked at the clock – 11.30 – and she had to get Georgie by four. That meant leaving 
at 3.30. She thought of ringing Piers to see if he could do it – sometimes he left early 
on a Wednesday if there were no patients – but then she dismissed it. She didn’t want 
to stop and make the call. If she stopped she might not be able to start again.   

By two o’clock she had begun unpicking the material and, with an increasing sense of 
panic, she stopped and got up from the table. She pulled out books and magazines 
from the bookcase and flicked through them. For an hour or so she sat on the floor 
and bookmarked different pages – veering off in drastically different directions – a 
shirtdress in paisley material, a fifties-ish dress with orange buttons down the front. 
Her throat was dry and she felt jittery with hunger and thirst. She went back to her 
table and looked at the fabric. It was wrong. The fabric and the design were 
mismatched. She couldn’t make it work.       

She rubbed viciously at her eyes and stepped across the books, magazines and bits of 
material that covered the floor. She went into the kitchen, grabbed her keys and left to 
get Georgie. 

Rebecca was so glad to see him, scooping him up, feeling the warm weight of his 
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chest against hers. Glad he was him and not all the other hopeful faces. She took him 
home and was happy to let him fill up the rest of the day with his hugs and tears and 
unreasonableness, his requests for food, the making and clearing up of his dinner. 

When Piers came home she was lying on the couch reading with Georgie. The flat 
was warm and bright. A blue glass vase with one dying orchid was on the table, petals 
scattered underneath, books, a toy fire engine and a couple of crayons. Newspapers 
were spread where Georgie had demolished a pile.      

‘Dadda!’  

Georgie wriggled out of Rebecca’s arms and ran to hug him.   

Piers smiled and opened his arms,  

‘Hi, George Porge. How are you?’   

He dropped some papers onto the table with one hand while holding Georgie with the 
other arm.  

‘Did you book tickets today? British Airways’s got a special.’    

Rebecca thought of the dress. She couldn’t quite give up on it. It was like a puzzle that 
she had to work out. It seemed more important than anything else.  

‘I dunno. I’ve got too much work on and you’re so busy. It would be a nightmare 
taking Georgie on the flight.’     

Piers put Georgie down and leant in to kiss her.  

‘What? Don’t take him then. Go on your own. It’s important, surely?’   

‘It’s so expensive and Mic’s gone. What difference will it make?’   

‘What? It’s your father’s funeral. And since when have you been worried about 
money anyway?’         

‘I don’t know. It’s such a long way.’  

Piers’ prodding, as always, made her feel irritated but also clearer, even though she 
hadn’t made a decision. She got up from the couch and walked over to the kitchen, 
took a glass out of a cupboard and turned on the tap. At these times she wanted Piers 
to tell her what to do but then she didn’t want to do what he said. She tried to take in 
the meaning of it, the fact that Mic was dead. What did it mean when only she knew 
things about him and now he was gone? She had told Piers bits and pieces over the 
years but never the whole story. He knew about her father’s affairs – the philanderer 
they sometimes disparagingly called him. And the rest of it, why did it even matter? 
Except that Mic had made Rebecca collude with it and she had known even as a child 
that she needed to protect her mother. And then Rebecca and Toby had been left with 
a depressed Sarah, barely able to care for herself, let alone them.      

It was a strange thing, and unfair, but now she felt angry with Piers for the fact that he 
didn’t know the complication of it all.      

Since she had lived in London, Rebecca and Mic had had a sporadic correspondence 
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but he had never come to see her despite his sweeping offers.  

‘We’ll go the Uffizi together, the Prado, just you and me – hire a car and drive across 
Spain and Portugal.’ 

Over the years Rebecca had batted these missives back to him, enthusiastic but not 
specific about dates, reassured by the fact that he would not come. And now he was 
gone.     

‘I’ll think about it,’ she said. ‘Talk to Toby again. But it would be such a rush. I’d 
have to leave straight away.’          

‘He was your father. You should go.’       

‘Ok, I’ll think about it.’         

Rebecca walked back over to the couch and picked up a picture book from the floor. 

‘Come on munchkin,’ she said to Georgie. ‘I’ll read you one more and then it’s 
bedtime.’ 

 

The next morning Rebecca stood at the sink drying a lunchbox. Sometimes she 
enjoyed this process. The small sandwich, the bits of carrot and cucumber, fruit. 
Georgie’s going off to childcare still felt novel. A mother preparing a child’s 
lunchbox – she often felt as if she were impersonating someone. Domesticity had not 
been the model her parents had provided. There had been a long period when the 
house had been a dusty empty shell, from where Rebecca and Toby had come and 
gone like small feral boarders.        

Rebecca had been responsible for a while for the cans of tomato soup, the packets of 
biscuits and cheese bought from the milkbar at twice the proper price. Mic still had a 
key and he drifted in and out of the house every so often with food from the 
restaurant. Rebecca and Toby had a feast for a few days: crusty white rolls smothered 
with jam for breakfast, little Italian biscuits in their lunchboxes, and minestrone for 
dinner followed by zuppa inglese.  Sometimes they skipped the main course and went 
straight to dessert; two custardy donuts and a scoop of the gelato Mic had managed to 
transport over in metal dishes, all thrown down with a little bottle of aranciato, which 
opened with a beautiful click. Mic didn’t hang around to eat or drink, and if Sarah was 
around he was in and out of the house in a minute.       

For Rebecca when he went it was as if the air changed temperature or music was 
turned off; everything seemed to close in.      

Today she had hardly slept and the lunch box just felt banal.  

Without turning around she said, ‘Can you take Georgie today?’    

‘I can’t,’ Piers said.  

He looked up from the kitchen table where he was reading the newspaper and 
drinking coffee. Georgie was under the table playing with his shoelaces.  

‘I’ve got a patient at eight-thirty.’      
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‘You still could. It’s only seven-thirty. Please, I really need the time.’   

‘I can’t. Max’s late in and I’ve got back-to-back patients till twelve.’  

Rebecca yanked a drawer open and pulled out a tea towel.  

‘Why not? Why does your work always have to take priority?’    

Piers stood up. He looked at her blankly.  

‘What? That’s got nothing to do with it. I’ve got a patient. We worked this out. I’ve 
got to go.’ He bent down and ruffled Georgie’s hair. ‘See you later, alligator.’ 

‘Bye, Dadda.’  

‘I’ll be back by six-thirty. And think about the flight.’   

Rebecca said nothing, just turned her face up to let Piers kiss her.  

He put his arms around her and said, ‘Look after yourself.’  

She smelt him, fine wool suit and coffee. Suddenly she felt like crying.  

Now she thought, now, I should tell him some things now. She rubbed her eyes and 
stepped away from him. Somehow it was never the time. 

 

After Piers left, Georgie climbed onto Rebecca’s knee and she sat holding him. She 
felt the comfort of him, the refuge, but also that she had to let him go. He was still in 
his pyjamas. Still hadn’t had breakfast. It seemed too hard to do all the things she 
needed to do. Eventually she forced herself to get moving – coffee, toast, milk, 
clothes, Georgie’s coat, the last minute grabbing of some vital toy. A breath when she 
shut the door. Getting out was the hardest part.     

After she had dropped him off, Rebecca walked back towards home thinking of the 
work she had to do. Two skirts, a couple of dresses. She needed the extra time. For 
what? Not that Piers would ever say it, but maybe she should get a real job.   

Instead of going home she kept walking. Past all the familiar streets with their stylish 
corner cafés, the sun reflecting off their windows, their pots of geraniums, the last of 
their smart office workers, architects and graphic designers pulling their coats around 
themselves as they left.  After a time the terraces became closer together, scruffier and 
more decrepit. There were grey lace curtains in the windows and bins up-ended in the 
streets.         

On and on she went, past the housing estate, all around her the windows stretching up 
to the sky, higher and higher. Past a deserted playground of peeling primary colours, a 
nappy unfurled on the grass. There was no one around except a few teenage boys with 
their tiny mobiles, smoking, throwing a swing over and over until it was entangled at 
the top. Rebecca was conscious of her pale face, her legs in their smooth tights, her 
skirt made to fit well, just as she had wanted it to. Everything felt wrong. The boys 
laughed at something, nothing, and looked in her direction.    

She saw a small shop; rubbish was scattered in the gutter in front of it and a man in a 
skull cap was choosing vegetables from the stand outside. She thought of buying 
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groceries. It gave her a reason for being there. She stood looking at the garlic, the 
yams and the piles of white onions. The colours and textures were carefully arranged, 
but Rebecca stared at them, finding it hard to focus. Her breath seemed to be coming 
too quickly. Close up she realised the smell was almost rank; the vegetables were half 
rotting. But still she forced herself to consider a pile of blackening zucchinis and over-
ripe tomatoes. The smell was all around her, on top of her, but she felt impelled to buy 
something. She found a plastic bag and fumbled to open it, her neck and face 
reddening. Placing each tomato in the bag, she made her way into the shop to pay. 

Inside Rebecca felt her face go hot – there were eyes and guts and yellowing flesh – a 
cabinet of yellow chicken carcasses and red-brown meat. Three men stood smiling 
and joking in Arabic. At the counter a man in a turban smoked a cigarette. Rebecca 
felt as if she had forgotten what to do. She looked at the man’s gold-toothed smile, the 
deep wrinkles around his eyes.   

‘Can I help you, love?’   

Rebecca awkwardly picked the coins out of her wallet, feeling her shallow breaths as 
the man waited for her. She handed over the money, wondering what he saw when he 
looked into her eyes, left the shop. She walked a hundred metres, past one bin, 
reached another, looked behind her and dumped the bag of vegetables into it, her 
fingers finally releasing it like something sticky.   

 

Rebecca and Toby’s grandparents were Italian – arriving in Australia when Mic was a 
baby, their only blessed boy, Michelangelo, a name to aspire to, fight against. 

The shop they set up had Roma tomatoes, ruby-red, almost too ripe. Arturo told her 
that they had the things that people wanted too, sultana grapes and pears, iceberg 
lettuces and Granny Smiths, ‘But the ones we had were the best,’ Arturo said in his 
endless golden tales, the ones that made Mic sigh and move away. Rebecca imagined 
a teenaged Mic lounging in the shop on Saturday afternoons, almost bored enough to 
spit at the fussy polite old ladies. But still, she thought, the smell and taste of 
everything must have been part of him – earth on the roots of the lettuces, warm 
peaches and oranges lined up in perfect rows in the wooden crates. 

Arturo had a smile for everyone and Mic hated it.  

‘How are you, Mrs Malone? We got some beautiful plums todaaay,’ Mic sometimes 
mimicked in a gross parody of an Italian accent.  

Toby always laughed but Rebecca hated it.     

Mic had other things to say. Arturo’s chirpy front had been far from the silence of 
their evenings after the shop had closed. Arturo asleep or most likely drunk on the 
couch at 8 pm after his 4.30 am start at the market. And it was all for Mic. This was 
the subject of many of the conversations Rebecca and Toby overheard at their 
grandparents’ comfortable brick veneer, with Mic eye-rolling and glancing at his 
watch.         . 
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When she was eleven Rebecca was sometimes given the job of pulling the cooling 
white plates out of the huge dishwasher and stacking them. She knew the dining room 
so well that from the kitchen she could imagine it without even seeing. Sometimes she 
delayed going in. In her mind’s eye she saw the glasses glinting on the tables, the red, 
green and purple bottles with their brown, black and white labels lining the bar, the 
white tablecloths faintly creased where they had been folded, the candles waiting to 
be lit. Rebecca thought of it like a stage before the curtains were opened.  

But often, with her father, later, after she had seen the beauty of the dining room, and 
she pushed back through the swinging doors into the kitchen, she knew things had 
changed. Once she saw Stephanie, a new girl, with her back at the sink scrubbing the 
huge pasta saucepans, heard her furtive sniffs. There was a hush in the kitchen too, 
deeper, below the clattering plates. 

‘We’re going,’ Mic said to Rebecca.  

He turned to Monty.  

‘She’s not going to work out,’ he said, nodding in Stephanie’s direction. 

Monty sighed and shifted his black polished shoes. Rebecca thought he looked old 
suddenly. She noticed the yellowish circles under his eyes.  

‘Okay,’ he said. ‘I’ll sort it out.’   

 

Rebecca often saw her father’s effect on people, men and women, children. He could 
turn his charm on randomly, perhaps on a pretty waitress, her friends, her teacher 
Miss Antony who they ran into down the shops one day. She had two deep lines in her 
cheeks like a wooden mask and looked flustered when Mic held her arm for a second 
or two as they said goodbye.  

‘It’s so good to meet you finally,’ he said, as if he had been waiting all his life to meet 
this grim middle-aged woman.  

From then on she was just that bit nicer to Rebecca, as if she had markedly improved 
by association. Even Mic’s mechanic got just the right degree of matey sympathy and 
did everything he could to get the cheapest parts.  

She knew when to leave him alone too.         

She had seen him turn viciously on a chef and a drunken customer, reduce a waitress 
to tears over a dropped glass. His voice was low and relentless.  

‘We can’t have that sort of thing happening here, Janet.’  

He said the name as if it had something to do with the incompetence, as if it was the 
most contemptible thing about this girl.  

‘If it happens again I’m afraid you’ll have to find somewhere more suited to your 
talents.’  

Toby often pestered Mic at the wrong time, but Rebecca knew when he wanted 
company. She could be his little mascot, his helper, his entertainer. He looked at her 
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drawings and admired them. He swept her up and took her to galleries or plays, a film, 
came home with some extravagant dress for her and some smaller, less interesting 
thing for Toby, perhaps a toy car when he had given up playing with them or a book 
on insects when his passion was space. They didn’t talk about the difference between 
these gifts but they both knew. It was different between Rebecca and Mic; there was 
something between them that Toby would never have. 

Her dad. She never even called him that. It was always Mic. Somehow they had 
absorbed early that he wouldn’t like Dad; its gravity, implying offices, boring suits. 
He was a different kind of man, any kid could tell that. They asked about him like you 
would ask about a good-looking older brother.  

‘Does your dad bring home food from the restaurant?’  

‘Hey, my mum and dad went to your dad’s restaurant the other night.’  

Having a dad who ran a restaurant was definitely better than your dad being a doctor 
and even better than being a builder like Emma Ainsley's dad who built most of 
Shopping Town. It was like having green eyes or being small – people looked at you 
in a different way, even if they didn’t want to be your friend. 

      

That night Rebecca said to Piers that she was still thinking about the funeral – but 
actually she lay awake for another night going through her excuses, only let herself 
sleep when she had worked out a way to avoid it. The impossibility of taking Georgie 
on the plane; a sudden urgent job; Piers’ work. Then in a garbled conversation with 
Toby the next day, Rebecca finally just said she couldn’t.  The long distance left a 
pause before Toby’s reply and Rebecca felt sick.  

‘Why not?’  he said.          

‘I’m sorry. I just can’t. It’s too rushed and too far.’      

‘But what about me and Nonno, what about being there for us?’    

Silvia had died a few years back, leaving their grandfather bereft, though they had 
bickered their way through most of their married lives.     

‘I’m sorry,’ Rebecca said again. ‘Of course I want to support you but it’s just too 
difficult to get there so quickly.’        

‘We could delay the funeral.’       

‘Then Nonno will get upset. There’s no point. I’ll ring him. Explain. I’ll find a poem 
and you can read it for me.’  

She was wondering what poem could possibly sum up her feelings about Mic and 
then Toby made excuses and got off the phone quickly, sounding wounded, and 
Rebecca felt a mixture of guilt and relief. It was like being let off something, allowed 
to stay home from school when you weren’t actually sick. She didn’t have to go.  

 

Rebecca’s room became her sanctuary after Mic went. Toby knew he had to knock, 
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her mother rarely came in and her father’s circuit was generally driveway, kitchen and 
hall only. Sometimes she let Toby see her secret things. Under her bed were her tins 
and various shoeboxes – in one was their code book, a broken watch of their father’s 
with scraps of old stripy band, her jacks, her marbles, her ribbons and buttons, her 
pencils and postcards, the pictures that she had cut from her father’s art magazines 
and stuck in a scrapbook.  

She had even cut some pictures from the glossy art books that he hadn’t got around to 
taking to his new place. She had been working through – a sculpture here, a painting 
there. She was a bit scared of being caught but not enough to stop. Mostly it gave her 
a thrill, a pleasure deep inside. The meticulous cutting, the careful application of glue 
and the gentle pressing of each picture into her book. 

All these things she showed Toby. His brown eyes shone with eagerness. His big 
sister. Becky, Becky, Becky. 

 

One yawning Sunday afternoon a month or so after he left, when Toby was at a 
friend’s house, Mic picked up Rebecca to take her out in his new car. It was green and 
the windows moved up and down with the press of a button. She sat in the front, her 
hair blowing back in the summer breeze and with her eyes half closed the green of the 
trees was like her most beautiful pencil.  

‘How about a game of pool?’ her father said. 

Rebecca nodded. She was so happy to be with him; he could take her anywhere.   

Her father’s friend Stan was at the pub.  

‘Stan the Man!’ Mic said, ‘fancy meeting you here.’  

Stan had golden skin and a bright red t-shirt and when he smiled white lines appeared 
at the corner of his eyes. Rebecca wished he wasn’t there.    

Soon the coloured balls clattered on the green table and lemonade tickled Rebecca’s 
nose as she waited for her turn to shoot.  

A red-faced barman wearing a cowboy shirt wiped down the bench and said, ‘Same 
again, gents?’            

Mic and Stan drank beer, leaned against the bar and let Rebecca win a couple of 
times. Mic lined up the ball exaggeratedly slow and then nearly hit it off the cushion 
onto the floor.  

‘Jees-us,’ he said, drawing out the word and grinning at Rebecca, ‘what happened 
there?’     

Rebecca took the coins her father had given her and played table soccer. She swung 
the little blue and red figures for two people, dashing around the table to be her own 
opponent, enjoying the clash of metal and the sinking of the little white balls. Mic 
looked over and laughed and Rebecca smiled. It was a tiring business though and five 
minutes later she sat down at a table with her Derwents and started drawing. She 
barely bothered with faces, only dresses. Fancy ones with sashes and wing shaped 
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sleeves, long patterned skirts and lots of diamond buttons. Layered skirts in 
checkerboard patterns. She held the pencil close to the page and imagined how each 
colour would look against the next.        

In an hour, even that, her favourite thing to do, became boring. Mic’s cigarette smoke 
seemed to saturate her nose and she laid her head on the table. She turned her head 
sideways and tried to allow each of her chips to sit in her mouth before crunching 
them. The sensation of crunching chip in her ear seemed interesting for a minute. 
Finally she allowed the endless clatter of the cues and balls to drown her. She felt she 
would die if she had to stay a moment longer and, putting her head down on the table 
again, she closed her eyes. 

She opened them when there was a tap on her shoulder. She sat up, immediately alert 
to her father, but it was the barman bringing her a Coke and a stack of magazines. The 
room was empty except for him. He winked at her and went back to his position 
behind the bar watching the small black and white TV up high on one wall. Blizzards 
had hit the midwest of America and the conditions were so bad that children at certain 
schools were having to stay overnight. Their parents could not pick them up. The 
governor was shown, square jawed and grey haired, an accent with a slight Southern 
lilt.          

‘Every day you trust your children with their teachers. We are asking you to extend 
that trust, to believe in their integrity.’     

‘Shit,’ the barman said.        

Rebecca stretched and opened a magazine. Mic and Stan had disappeared but it had 
happened before and she was deliberately nonchalant about this; she was ten, old 
enough to look after herself. She thought of snow and ice and children bundled up 
against the blizzard and she shivered deliciously. She yawned and opened TV Week 
and had a happy half-hour reading about soapie seductions and pregnancies, made the 
best of Tracks, when the urgency of her full bladder forced her to get up.  

Rebecca walked out into the courtyard and the light hit her right in the eyes. Her limbs 
felt heavy, not unpleasantly, and she had the sense that a long time had passed. The 
courtyard was paved with bricks and one wall was a mass of bougainvillea. There 
were three or four tables with umbrellas advertising VB. She squinted around, hearing 
Mic’s voice and turning towards it but when her eyes settled she couldn’t work out 
what she saw. There was her father’s familiar shirt but then something else, another 
shape. Rebecca stood very still, looking. She realised it was Stan’s arms around her 
father, Stan’s body being pushed back into a bench, his arms sliding around her 
father’s back, Mic’s close cropped dark head and Stan’s with its light floppy fringe, 
darting and pushing and melding into one. 

            

Toby rang once more.         

‘Look,’ he said, ‘I know it’s a long way and all that but I really want you to come. We 
need to mark it somehow. And it’ll be good.’ 
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‘Closure’, he said in an American accent, laughing awkwardly. ‘And anyway I want 
to see you.’         

Rebecca’s eyes filled with tears and she cleared her throat. She stared at the print on 
the wall – just a few lines here and there, the shape of a breast, an eye. She tried to 
work out whether she even liked it. The silence went on and on.  

‘I’d love to see you too but I just can’t. I couldn’t face all those people. You know 
what he was like – the big man. I’d feel like a hypocrite. We’ve barely had contact for 
fifteen years.’            

‘You always do exactly what you want. You’re over there and I have to deal with it 
all.’   

Rebecca sucked her breath in to avoid biting back. She knew she had to be very 
controlled, the big sister, for it to work. And they both knew that she’d been there for 
a long time not doing what she wanted to do, making him eat his breakfast, spreading 
Vegemite on his sandwiches, dragging him to school when her mother couldn’t and 
her father was gone.      

‘Look I’m sorry. I know it’s hard for you looking after the whole thing. Do you need 
any money? I can send some.’       

Toby snorted. ‘I don’t need money. I’m a partner, remember?’    

This incredible fact sat between them, the evidence of change. Rebecca remembered 
Toby’s letters coming, neat and regular on computer paper folded into four. She had 
been so happy, putting them into the box on her sewing table and not even telling 
Piers about them. Each stage registered, Toby’s law course, his articles, his girlfriend, 
the house bought in Leichhardt. There was nothing secret or dangerous in them but 
still she had wanted to keep them to herself, relished them while multiplied. The 
letters were like hands pulling her out of quicksand.      

Toby sounded flat now; Rebecca would always win.  

‘Look we can make it Monday, that’ll give you enough time. Please see what you can 
do. Call me tomorrow.’ It was the lawyer voice but it didn’t convince. He knew she 
wasn’t coming.       

‘Ok, I’ll speak to you tomorrow then,’ Rebecca said. Her voice was soothing but she 
was sad too. She remembered how much she missed him.     
        

The next day, Georgie was at home so Rebecca couldn’t do any proper work. She 
went into her studio and glanced at the bits of bright dress and felt a kind of disgust. 
When he slept – she was desperate for this – she prowled the flat, fidgeting with 
books and wiping benches. She stared at herself in the mirror. When Georgie woke 
crying, she struck the table softly and then harder and harder until her hand ached. 
Then she walked in and took him in her arms.       

It was when Georgie was eating his afternoon tea, the detritus of lunch still around 
them that Rebecca suddenly thought of the most beautiful shop she knew. It was in 
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Brixton, tucked away; somewhere she knew her clothes would be one day.   

She quickly got Georgie organised and into the car, drove there.     

Sure enough there was a dress. It was pale grey, exquisite, scattered with silvery 
leaves. Rebecca tried it on, flustered by Georgie going in and out through the curtain, 
but still she knew it was the right thing. As soon as the shop assistant handed it over, 
delicately wrapped and placed in its organic cotton bag, she felt complete. Though 
really it was crazy even contemplating it. One hundred and fifty pounds.   

Piers was out with a friend at the pub that night and all the time she was getting 
Georgie ready for bed she was aware of the dress, feeling a surge of something like 
desire. After Georgie was settled at last she went straight into her studio where she 
had tucked the bag behind the door. Opening the bag and peeling back the layers of 
tissue she shook out the dress and held the gossamer fabric to her face, smelling it.  

Her father had always noticed what she wore; he knew about clothes. It was one of the 
things they shared.  
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Research statement 

 

Research background  

‘The Mourning Dress’ is a fictional piece distilled from a novel exploring themes of 
ambivalence and creativity. It takes as its starting point Hélène Cixous’ concept of 
entredeux or ‘between two’ which, she argues, refers to ‘[e]verything that makes the 
course of life be interrupted’; its effect is that ‘we do not know how to “live”’ (Cixous 
and Calle-Gruber 1997: 9). The piece considers such a time in a character’s life and 
explores ambivalence, a state of being caught between two intense, interlocked 
positions: love and hate, desire and repulsion. 

 

Research contribution 

Cixous speaks of entredeux as an individual’s experience of an in-between time. She 
says: ‘[at] times we are thrown into strangeness. This being abroad at home is what I 
call entredeux’ (Cixous and Calle-Gruber 1997: 10). ‘The Mourning Dress’ 
interrogates this idea to explore the origins and consolations of creativity in an 
ambivalent character. It explores the way the coverings placed on the body may be 
informed by familial loss and lack, but may also move away from it. As with the work 
of sculptor Louise Bourgeois (see, Celant 2010, Morris 2007), ‘The Mourning Dress’ 
uses metaphors circling around clothing and fabrics to explore psychological and 
familial fracture but also repair. 

 

Research significance 

This piece is one of several exploring the emotional resonance of clothes: a novel 
‘The Beginning of Things’, PhD La Trobe University (2013), a novella ‘The 
Mourning Dress’ in progress, and an essay ‘A Story in Clothes’, Griffith Review 44 
online, Cultural Solutions, 2014.  
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